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TEST 3 
1-Hawks, ........ eagles in the same bird family,  

greatly range in size. 
 
A) having resembled  B) to resemble 
C) resembled  D) to have resembled  
E) resembling 
 

2-Until the 20th century, the chief raisin producers 
were Turkey, Iran and Greece. By mid-century, 
however, the United States had taken the lead in 
production, with Australia ........ second. 
 
A) ranking     B) rank C) to rank                     
D) be ranked     E) to have ranked 
 

3-In the picnic area, we found a shady bank, ......... 
we stopped and ate our sandwiches. 
 
A) where    B) what     C) when     D) which   E) that 
 

4-This brand of orange juice is quite nice, but not 
as tasty as the freshly squeezed orange juice 
........ at our local supermarket. 
 
A) to be sold B) selling  C) sold                            
D) having sold   E) to have sold 
 

5- Our defeat, for ......... some players blame  
themselves, was caused by bad luck and not by 
our lack of capabilities. 
 
A) whom    B) which   C) where  D) why   E) what 
 

6- The students .......... had enrolled for the  
course were disappointed when they found 
out that it had been cancelled. 
 
A) which   B) whose   C) whom   D) that   E) when 
 

7- I can't think of an interesting topic ......... on for 
our school paper. 
 
A) to write         B) writing C) written                     
D) having written  E) to have written 
 

8-The result of our first match in the World Cup 
was not ......... we were hoping for. 
 
A) when      B) —    C) what  D) where      E) why 

 
9-The school........ to me by my friend is offering  

new courses in September. 
 
A) to recommend          B) having recommended 
C) to be recommended D) recommending  
E) recommended 
 

10-Most of the people the police .......... about the  
robbery .......... anything suspicious in the area. 
 
A) to question/not having seen 
B) questioning/didn't see 
C) having questioned/not to see 
D) questioned/hadn't seen 
E) to have questioned/not seen 
 

11-Their existing customers, several of ......... were 
very interested in the new product, were 
invited to a presentation. 

 
A) which  B) whom   C) that  D) where E) whose 
 

12- All of our current customers, .......... showed  
an interest in the new product, attended the 
meeting. 
 
A) when   B) that     C) who   D) where   E) whose 

 
13- Formerly ........ as Siam, Thailand is one of the  

most popular tourist spots in Asia. 
 
A) to know B) known           C) knowing                   
D) knew          E) having known 
 

14- Under present law in the USA, owners of 
property are free to leave it to ......... they 
choose when they die. 

 
A) whomever      B) whichever       C) however 
D) whatever         E) wherever 
 

15-There are many daily newspapers in England, 
many of.......... are owned by two large media 
companies. 
 
A) that   B) what    C) whom    D) which  E) where 
 

16-There are fifty different Chinese dialects, ........ 
only seven are considered major. 
 
A) where  B) whose         C) by whom                  
D) about what   E) of which 
 

17-Mandarin, by far the largest Chinese dialect, is 
spoken by the Han people, .......... constitute 
ninety percent of the population of China. 
 
A) whose     B) whom   C) which  D) that   E) who 
 

18- The Koh-i-noor diamond, ......... to have been  
taken from the rajah of Malwa in 13O4, 
measures 191 carats and is one of the most 
famous diamonds in the world. 
 
A) having believed      B) believed     C) believing 
D) to believe                 E) to have believed 
 

19-Begun in 1O78, the Tower of London, .......... 
many famous people were imprisoned, 
executed or murdered, is one of London's most 
popular tourist attractions. 
 
A) when     B) which    C) that   D) where  E) who 

 
20-The Spratly Islands, .......... lie in the South China  

Sea, are claimed by China, Brunei, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Vietnam and Taiwan. 
 

A) which   B) whose   C) that   D) where   E) when 
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21- Students .......... a foreign language can always  
benefit from visiting the country whose 
language they are trying to learn. 
 
A) to study            B) studied        C) studying                  
D) to be studied    E) being studied 
 

22- The parts .......... to the garage by the supplier  
were for a later model car, so we had to wait for 
another two days for the correct ones to arrive 
before they could repair our car. 
 
A) to send B) sending C) sent                          
D) to be sent E) having sent 
 

23-The professor ......... to Mrs Wilson over there is  
      head of the history department at our 

university. 
 

A) to be talked    B) talked        C) having talked          
D) to talk      E) talking 
 

24- The two players .......... the most ability were  
offered places at the youth club's summer 
training scheme. 
 
A) shown B) to show C) showed                    
D) showing E) to be shown 
 

25-Simon, ......... by his mother of the dangers of  
walking on the thin ice, did not follow his 
friends onto the frozen lake. 
 

A) having warned B) to warn 
C) having been warned             D) warning 
E) to be warned 
 

26- Simon's mother, .......... her son ever to walk  
on the frozen lake, was very upset when Mrs 
Smith told her she had seen the boys fooling 
around on the frozen water. 
 
A) having forbidden     B) being forbidden 
C) forbidden  D) forbade 
E) to be forbidden 
 

27- The bridge, .......... billions of dollars to build,  
was designed as a toll bridge, for which every 
motorist pays to cross. 
 
A) costs  B) to cost         C) cost                          
D) having cost  E) to have cost 
 

28-The English ballet dancer, Margot Fonteyn, 
.......... by many for her excellent style, was 
made a Dame of the Order of the British Empire 
in 1956. 
 
A) to be admired  B) admired  C) having admired      
D) to admire        E) admiring 
 

29- The Great Wall of China, .......... 2.400  
kilometres along the Mongolian plateau, was 
built to prevent invasions from the North. 
 
A) extended         B) to extend C) to be extended        
D) have extended   E) extending 

30- The bright orange plastic sheet, ........ to serve  
as a picnic mat, seemed to attract every insect 
in the area. 
 
A) intending         B) to intend    C) intended                  
D) to be intended    E) having intended  
 

31- Paul, ...... himself for the delay, apologised to  
everyone ........ in the project. 

 
A) blamed/involving   B) to blame/to involve 
C) being blamed/involve  D) blaming/involved 
E) blames/having involved 
 

32- Steffany, .......... the play herself, was trilled  
when she watched the children perform it so 
well. 
 
A) to be writing B) being written 
C) to have written        D) written 
E) having written 
 

33- The fruit and vegetables ............. in  
supermarkets in Turkey are generally fresher 
and tastier than those on offer in the UK. 
 
A) to be found             B) have found 
C) having found          D) to find        E) found 
 

  
34-The Blarney stone, ........ into the wall of Blarney  

Castle in Ireland, is supposed to bring an elegant 
command of words to whoever kisses it. 
 
A) to build  B) built   C) building                    
D) having built E) to have built 
 
 

35-The train ......... from platform ten is the inter- 
city express to Southampton. 
 
A) left           B) leaves          C) leaving                      
D) to be left        E) being left 
 
 

36- John, ......... a musical instrument since the age  
of six, learns new tunes very quickly. 
 
A) to play      B) played    C) being played            
D) to be played    E) having played 
 
 

37-We leaned out of the window to watch the school 
children .......... down the street. 
 
A) marching B) marched       C) to be marched   

      D) to march E) having marched 
 
 
38-The Spanish fleet Armada was made up of ISO 

ships, ......... altogether 30,493 men, of whom 
18,973 were soldiers. 
 
A) carried B) carrying C) being carried           
D) to carry E) to have carried 
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39-San Francisco, whose population increased from 
20O to 30.000 after gold was discovered, suffered 
from six great fires in 1849 and 1850, ........ to 
the establishment of a Fire Department. 
 
A) leading B) have led C) to be led                   
D) led E) to lead 
 
 
 
 

40-The training program, ......... by all of our new  
employees, covers the areas of safety, company 
procedure and filing 
 
A) undertaking   B) undertook 
C) having undertaken D) to undertake  
E) undertaken 
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REDUCTIONS / TEST 3 (40 
ADET SORU) 
CEVAP ANAHTARI 
www.yesdil.com       

1. E 2. A 3. A 4. C 5. B 6. D 7. A 8. C 9. E 10. D 

11. B 12. C 13. B 14. A 15. D 16. E 17. E 18. B 19. D 20. A 

21. C 22. C 23. E 24. D 25. C 26. A 27. D 28. B 29. E 30. C 

31. D 32. E 33. E 34. B 35. C 36. E 37. A 38. B 39. A 40. E 
 
 
 
 
 
 


